Abstract-Image watermarking is of interesting in the multimedia and information security research fields. This paper presents an improved discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based image watermarking scheme using the fast Walsh Hadamard transform (FWHT) for image authentication. As a fast transformation with good energy compaction, this transform is frequently applied in image processing operations, such as image data compression and filtering. In the proposed scheme, the fast Walsh Hadamard transform is applied to the watermark signal before it is embedded into the DCT coefficients. The low signal coefficients are expected to produce a high visual quality of the watermarked image. The performance of the proposed scheme is then compared with the DCT-based image watermarking scheme performance itself. This experiment is simulated by several attacks to test the robustness of the watermark, such as noise insertion, JPEG compression, cropping, rotation, and scaling. Experimental results show that the imperceptibility of the watermarked image could be improved. The robustness of the watermark is also improved depend on the level distortion.
embedding scheme. The watermark should be detected and/or extracted from the watermarked image using the watermark extraction scheme. Thus, an image watermarking technique consists of two processes [4] , namely watermark embedding and watermark extraction.
Image watermarking has to satisfy two main properties: imperceptibility and robustness. Imperceptibility describes the visual quality of the watermarked image. Robustness reflects the resilience of the watermark from many kinds of attacks, meaning that the watermark could be extracted or recovered even if the watermarked image is altered. Those properties are important requirements for a good watermark, but it is difficult to achieve high levels of both at the same time. Hence, many new image watermarking schemes were proposed to improve the quality of watermarks [1] , [3] [4] [5] .
There are two main approaches in image watermarking, which are spatial domain and frequency domain. The least significant bits (LSB) technique is frequently used in the spatial domain, whereas, the discrete cosine transform (DCT), discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT), are the most popular techniques in the frequency domain. Many new schemes have been developed to improve the watermark requirements in both domains, such as between DWT and DCT [6] .
In order to use the Hadamard transform in digital watermarking scheme, several methods have been proposed. In [7] , the multi resolution Walsh Hadamard transform using singular value decomposition (SVD) was proposed to improve both imperceptibility and robustness. First, the host image is transformed by multi resolution Walsh Hadamard transform, and then the watermark was embedded in the middle singular values of the high frequency sub-bands at the coarsest and the finest level. In [8] , the watermarks were embedded into Hadamard transform coefficients which are controlled by pseudo-radon permutation as a security key, while extraction process is implemented without the host image. In [9] , the original image is decomposed into 4x4 blocks, and then a gray-level watermark was embedded into the estimated values of two first AC coefficients of Hadamard transform.
The different approaches on the watermarking scheme were also proposed in [10] , [11] . In [10] , the complex Hadamard transform is used to propose the watermarking scheme for still digital image based on the sequency-ordered. The proposed method in [11] also used the complex Hadamard transform, where the watermark was embedded in the imaginary part of the transform coefficients. The other method has been proposed using Hadamard transform to obtain a perceptually adaptive spread transform image watermarking, as in [12] . In this paper, we present the FWHT combined with DCT (FWHT-DCT) as a new approach in the digital image watermarking scheme based on Hadamard transform. The FWHT is applied on the original watermark before it is embedded into the DC coefficients of the host image. The motivation to apply this transform is that it offers several advantages, such as higher image fidelity [12] . The initial experiment using FWHT-DCT has been performed, as in [13] .
The further experiments and analysis is performed in this paper as an improvement of the initial project, which is organized as follows. Section II presents the DCT based image watermarking scheme. The proposed FWHT-DCT image watermarking scheme is described in Section III. Section IV provides the measures used to analyze the watermark performance. Section V describes the experimental results and performance analysis of the proposed scheme compared with the common DCT scheme. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section VI.
II. DCT BASED IMAGE WATERMARKING

A. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is a well-known image transformation which is used in many image processing applications. This transform attempts to de-correlate the image data, allowing each transform coefficient to be encoded independently without losing compression efficiency. The one-dimensional discrete cosine transform (1D-DCT) is defined in (1), as in [4] .
The inverse of one-dimensional discrete cosine transform (i1D-DCT) is defined as:
α(u) is defined as:
And the first transform coefficient is the average value of the sample sequence. This value is referred to as the DC coefficient, and all other transform coefficients are called the AC coefficients. The two-dimensional DCT (2D-DCT) is a direct extension of the 1D-DCT case [4] and is given by:
The inverse transform (i2D-DCT) is defined as:
B. DCT-Based Image Watermarking
In the watermarking scheme based on the DCT, the watermark bits are embedded in each N×N DCT block of the host image. Take the watermark W of size N×N and the original image A of size M×M. Apply the DCT to each 8×8 block of the original image A to obtain the DC coefficients B. Before the watermark is embedded, generate the two pseudorandom number (PN) sequences k 1 and k 2 using the same seed. Then, embed the PN sequences with gain factor α in the DC coefficients B, as shown in (7).
Finally, apply the inverse of DCT (IDCT) on DC component B' to reconstruct the watermarked image A' [4] .
The watermark extraction is performed by applying the DCT to each 8×8 block of the watermarked image. After the DC coefficients are obtained, calculate the correlation coefficient between the DC coefficients X' and the two PN sequences k 1 and k 2 to each 8×8 block of watermarked image, i.e. c(B',k 1 ), and c(B',k 2 ). The watermark is extracted by comparing those correlation coefficients by (8).
III. PROPOSED FWHT-DCT BASED IMAGE WATERMARKING
A. Fast Walsh Hadamard (FWH) Transform
The Hadamard transform matrix is an orthogonal square matrix which only has 1 and -1 element values. This transform is also known as Walsh-Hadamard transform. H 1 is the smallest Hadamard matrix [9] , [13]- [17] and it is defined as:
The Hadamard matrix H N of size N is constructed by the Kronecker product between H 1 and H N-1 , where N=2 n , n is an integer number. Eq. (11) shows an example of a 4×4 Hadamard matrix, which H 2 is obtained using (9) and (10).
The number of sign changes along each row of the matrix in (11) is called the sequency of the row. These rows can be considered to be samples of rectangular waves with a sub period of 1/N units. These continuous functions are called Walsh's functions [15] . The normalized Hadamard matrix is an orthogonal matrix and satisfies the following relation:
The H h is the Hadamard matrix, T h H is the inverse Hadamard matrix, and I is the unitary matrix. The Hadamard transform can be computed in n= log 2 N operations, using the Fast Walsh Hadamard transform. Suppose x is a signal vector, X is a spectrum vector, and H h is the Hadamard matrix. The forward Walsh Hadamard Transform (WHT) and inverse WHT (IWHT) [17] are defined as:
The WHT and IWHT is the forward and inverse of WHT h , respectively, and H w is the Walsh ordered matrix. The Walsh ordered matrix H w can be obtained by reordered the rows of the Hadamard matrix H h , while the Hadamard ordered can be obtained by converting the binary form to gray scale code, as shown in Table I . As an example, consider x = [0, 2, 4, 6] a signal vector of N=4 elements (n=2). The Hadamard and Walsh matrix of this vector are given in (15), respectively.
Furthermore, the forward transform of x can be found as: The forward and inverse WHT can also defined as a linear combination of a set of square waves of different sequencies. Those formulas are given in (19) and (20), respectively.
where N=2 n , M=log 2 N, and n i is the i-th bit in the binary representation of n.
For an example, consider x = [0, 2, 4, 6] as a signal vector with N=4 (or n=2). Using Table I , (19) and (20), the forward WHT of x can be obtained as follows: (0) (0). (1) (2). (1) (4). (1) (6). (1) 12; (1) (0). (1) (2). (1) (4). ( 1) (6). ( 1) 8;
(2) (0). (1) (2). ( 1) (4). ( 1) (6). (1) 0; (3) (0). (1) (2). ( 1) (4). (1) (6). ( 1) 4;
and, X=1/2 (12, -8, 0, -4) = (6, -4, 0, -2). This result has the same with the values in (17) . And the inverse WHT of X is obtained as follows:
(0) (6) . (1) ( 4). (1) (0). (1) ( 2). (1) 0; (1) (6) . (1) ( 4). (1) (0). ( 1) ( 2). ( 1) 4; (2) (6) . (1) ( 4). ( 1) (0). ( 1) ( 2). (1) 8; (3) (6). (1) ( 4). ( 1) (0). (1) ( 1). ( 2) 12; , 4, 6] . The computation of FWHT algorithm can be illustrated in Fig. 1 [17] . 
B. FWHT-DCT Based Image Watermarking
The FWHT-DCT based image watermarking is performed by applying the FWHT of the watermark before it is embedded into the host image using DCT. Similar to the DCT scheme, the DCT is applied to each 8×8 block of the original image A to obtain the DC coefficients B. The FWHT of B is then performed in each block, i.e. B'.
Let μ and σ be the mean and standard deviation of the DC vector, respectively, and ρ be the ratio of mean and standard deviation of the DC vector. The inverse FWHT of the two pseudorandom number (PN) sequences k 1 and k 2 , i.e. k 1 ' and k 2 ' are used to embed the watermark in the DC coefficient B' using (21).
where W is the watermark of size N × N (N=2 m ; m=1, 2,…), T 1 = ρ and T 2 = (1-ρ). The coefficient T 1 and T 2 are used to improve the visual quality of the watermarked image. To reconstruct the watermarked image A', apply the IDCT and IFWHT on the modified DC component B w . The brief of proposed watermark embedding is described as follows:
Step 1. Decompose the host image into 8×8-block and apply the DCT to obtain the DC coefficients B of each block.
Step 2. Apply the FWHT to each 8×8-block to get the B'.
Step 3. Calculate the parameter μ and σ be as the mean and standard deviation of the DC vector, respectively, and ρ be the ratio of mean and standard deviation of the DC vector.
Step 4. Generate two pseudorandom number sequences k 1 and k 2 , k 1 ' and k 2 '.
Step 5. Embed the watermark using formula in (21).
Step 6. Reconstruct the watermarked image. For watermark extraction, obtain the DC coefficients for each 8×8 block of the watermarked image. Let q be the inverse FWHT of DC vectors, and then calculate the correlation coefficients between the q, k 1 ' and k 2 ' for each 8×8 block of the watermarked image, i.e. c(q,k 1 '), c(q,k 2 ') and c(k 1 ',k 2 '). The recovered watermark is extracted by comparing those correlation coefficients using the threshold T=√N × β × (T 1 T 2) , where β is the weighted value of ρ. The recovered watermark W' is then compared with the original watermark W to obtain the similarity. The watermark extraction process is shown as follows:
Step 1. Obtain the DC coefficients for each 8×8-block of the watermarked image.
Step 2. Calculate and compare the correlation coefficient between the q, k 1 ' and k 2 ' for each 8×8 block of the watermarked image, i. e. c(q,k 1 '), c(q,k 2 ') and c(k 1 ',k 2 ' ) to construct the recovered watermark.
Step 3. Evaluate the similarity between the recovered watermark and original watermark.
IV. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
A. Imperceptibility Imperceptibility is related to the visual quality of the watermarked image caused by embedding the watermark. In this work, we use the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) measure to analyze the imperceptibility of both the DCT and FWHT-DCT based image watermarking schemes. A high PSNR values signifies that the watermarked image is closer the original image. Hence, the watermark in less perceptible (i.e. PSNR of 100% indicates completely imperceptible watermark).
Let A be the original image, A' be the watermarked image, R be the maximum fluctuation in the input image data type, and M be the number of rows or columns in the input image. The PSNR between A and A' is given by (22) [5] . 
B. Robustness
Robustness measures the watermark"s resilience to corruption when extracted from the watermarked image, even after the watermarked image has been distorted or damaged. In this work, the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) measure is used to analyze the robustness of both the DCT and FWHT-DCT based image watermarking schemes. The NCC indicates the similarity between the extracted and the original watermarks. An extracted watermark with a high NCC value has high similarity with the original watermark. The range of NCC is between 0 and 1.
The NCC is obtained by calculating the correlation between the original watermark and the recovered watermark [4] . Let W be the original watermark, W' is the recovered watermark, and N is the number of rows or columns in the input images. The NCC between the W and W' is given by (23).
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment, we use the standard "Lena", "Boat", and "Pepper" 512×512 gray scale images as the host images, while the original watermark is the "Stamp" 64×64 gray scale image. These are shown in Fig. 2 . 
A. Imperceptibility and Robustness without Attack
The first experiment on both the DCT and FWHT-DCT schemes is for the normal watermarking without any attacks on the watermarked image. The watermarked image and the recovered watermark are shown in Fig. 3 . Using the FWHT of the PN sequences allows expansion of the 0 bit where the watermark would be embedded. If w i is an 8x8 block of the watermark W then w i ' (the FWHT of w i ) would have more 0 bits, as shown in (24). 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 00000000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 00000000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Larger modifications of the watermark affect its strength. Watermark recovery is performed by analyzing the magnitude difference of the modification of the bit values using the inverse of w i ', as shown in (25). 
IFWHT w w
Using the PSNR values of those images, it appears that the imperceptibility of the watermarked image based on the proposed scheme is increased compared with the DCT scheme. The robustness of the recovered watermarks is slightly decreased because the capacity of the watermark is slightly reduced. However, all of the recovered watermarks are clearly recognizable, as shown in Fig. 3 .
B. Imperceptibility and Robustness after Attacks
Experiments using image processing techniques as attacks on the watermarked image were also undertaken. These include noise insertion, JPEG compression, cropping, rotation and resizing. In each attack, the performance of the watermark between the DCT scheme and FWHT-DCT scheme is compared. 
1) Noise Insertion Attack
This experiment is performed by adding multiplicative random noise into the watermarked image using the following formula.
where A" is the watermarked image influenced by noise, A' is the watermarked image, d is the noise density and p is the pseudorandom integer number. Depending on the noise density, the insertions have an impact on the imperceptibility level of the watermarked image and the robustness level of the watermark. The tradeoff between imperceptibility and robustness is that: if imperceptibility is increased, robustness will degrade [13] . In this experiment, several values of d are used to test the imperceptibility and robustness after noise insertion. The performance comparison between FWHT-DCT and DCT scheme is shown in Table II . Fig. 4 shows the sample of the watermarked images and recovered watermarks with noise density d=1. The image quality (PSNR) of FWHT-DCT is significantly better then DCT and both watermarks are clearly recognizable.
2) JPEG compression attack JPEG is commonly used for lossy compression at digital images, allowing significant reduction in size without visual loss of image quality using a variable compression factor or quality factor (Q-factor). The Q-factor is a number that determines the degree of loss in the compression process. Such a process causes the structure or format of the image to be changed, so the watermarked image would be affected. Experiments with JPEG compression is performed using several Q values. The performance comparison of the two schemes is shown in Table III . After JPEG compression, the watermarks were recovered successfully, as shown in Fig. 5 . Again, similar results were noticed. 
3) Image Cropping Attack
This experiment is applied by cutting the part of the watermarked image in the specific rows and columns. In this attack, part of the watermarked image is lost, thus part of watermark is also lost. Consequently, the quality of the watermarked image is degraded after this operation. When larger areas are cropped, there would be more distortion. Even with image cropping, the proposed scheme is significantly more perceptible with higher PSNR value than the DCT scheme, as shown in Table IV . Fig. 6 shows the recovered watermarks after cropped by 15% of size. 
4) Image Rotation Attack
This experiment is performed by applying a degree of rotation on the watermarked image. As a square matrix, rotation produces a larger image than the original. As such, the resulting image from the rotation is cropped to fit the size of the watermark. Using several rotation angles, the proposed scheme was found to be significantly better, at most angles of rotation than the DCT scheme. The comparison of the two schemes is shown in Table V , and the recovered watermarks are shown in Fig. 7 . The strength of the proposed technique is obvious in this attack, where there is very significant improvement of quality in both the watermarked image (visually similar but large difference in PSNR values) and watermark. The watermark in the DCT is unrecognizable in this type of attack. 
5) Image Resizing Attack
This experiment is performed by applying a scaling factor for image resizing, i.e. shrinking and dilation. The change in size tampers with both the watermarked image and watermark. The results of this experiment using various resizing scales are shown in Table VI . Enlarging the watermarked image produced high perceptual invisibility. Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows the watermark which recovered by the proposed scheme. The watermark has a noise but still identifiable. As with the previous experiment, the proposed technique"s resilience is apparent in this attack as compared to the unrecognizable watermark result in the DCT approach.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed an improved more resilience watermarking scheme. Evaluation of the watermarking performance of the proposed scheme was undertaken against the DCT scheme. In all the test cases, transforming the watermark using the FWHT-DCT improved the imperceptibility of the watermarked image. The proposed scheme is also proven to have good robustness against attacks, significantly so when the images are rotated or resized. As a future work, the Fast Walsh Hadamard transform will be implemented on the other common domains, such as SVD and DWT to evaluate its performance in order to improve a performance of watermarking scheme.
